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The disciplines of structural design and reliabilily engineering need to be brought in closer contact.
Dynamic structures often require high strength and minimizedmass. Classical design procedures based on

the use of safety factors and given probabilities offailure are usedfor these structures and do not include
relinbility allocation or prediction. fie paper explains the use of loadpaths and reliability block diagrams
to model structure safety reliability. The use of structurefunctional entities is desuibed. An interpretation
is given of allocation and prediction of structure safety reliability as seenfrom a structural design point of
view.

Structure safety reliability is the probability that a failure
jeopardising the integrity of a structure and therefore its opera-
tional safety will not occur. Reliability, R, is the Probability that
a failure will not occur, therefore it is the complement of P, the
probability of failure, or R : 1,0 P.

Reliability allocation and prediction should be part of the
design phase of dynamic structures. It will enable the designer to
determine the impact of structure safety reliability on mainten-
ance and cost. Although this is not a well established approach
to structural design yet, it can be applied to all dynamic struc-
tures which require high strength and minimized mass.
Examples are mine hoists, sporting equipment and the structure
of vehicles, boats and aircraft.

This design philosophy requires the disciplines of structural
design and reliability engineering to be brought in closer con-
tact. Classical design procedures are based on the use of safety
factors and given probabilities of failure and do not incorporate
reliability allocation and prediction.

In this paper the purpose is to bring the two disciplines
together by giving an interpretation of structure safety reliabil-
ity as seen from a structural design point of view. Towards this
purpose a new concept will be introduced, design confidence
defined as the reiliability of the design process.

To demonstrate the process of reliability allocation and pre-
diction the airframe of a helicopter will be used as an example,
see figure l.

Structure safety reliability modelling

The philosophy behind the design of a structure is to provide
structural integrity for carrying the various loads on it. Loads
are carried and transferred by the structural components de-
signed to form different loadpaths.

For the purpose of this paper the helicopter airframe will be

divided into four main loadpaths, viz. main rotor, engine
mount, tail rotor and landing gear loadpaths of which only the
first two will be considered.

A safety reliability of a structure can be modelled with a reli-
ability block diagram [U. It is a series combination of the vari-
ous loadpaths that can be distinguished in the structure. The
safety reliability of the helicopter airframe is modelled with the
block diagram in figure 2.

Series block diagrams can consequently be constructed for
the components on-each loadpath f6rming the second level of If any component on the second level of the reliability model

the refia6ility model, see figure 3. Some of t[e structural compo- forms part of more than one loadpath its relative weighting fac-

nents form part of more th-an one loadpath. Their probaUitity of tor needs to be calculated first. The relative weighting factor of a

ralure has io be auocated in such a wiv that it taies their pies- 
;:frtf'T$j,'riil#?ffi,tj,il'i*iil?f;Ji'.tXfi',"Jr::,t};li,lf;
of the specific loadpath. The resulting value is the weighting
factor of the component relative to all other second level com-
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ence in each loadpath into account. A component on more than
one loadpath makes a relatively larger contribution to the struc-
ture's probability of failure than when it occurs on only one.
This assumption can be motivated from a stress point of view.
More than one load, carried by different loadpaths, are trans-
ferred by such a component forming part of more than one
loadpath. At times different loads may even be transferred sim-
ultaneously. The probability of component failure will be in-
creased by the higher stresses induced by simultaneous loads or
the increased number of loads, thus causing a larger contri-
bution to the structure's probability of failure.

The relative structural importance of the items in each block
of the block dillgram is represented by weighting factors as-
signed to each item. The weighting factors for the items of any
block diagram add to 100. Weighting factors are estimated for
each component on a specific loadpath, relative to all other
components in the same,loadpath. Weighting factors represent-
ittg the relation between the loadpaths are also estimated.
Weighting factors assigned to the airframe are:

First level : Main rotor
Engine mount
Tail rotor
Landing gear

Second level :

Main rotor : A-frame I
Connection to A-frame I
A-frame 2
Connection to A-frame 2

Connections to box frame

Engine mount : Pyramid I
Connection to pyramid I
Pyramid 2
Connection to pyramid 2

Connections to box frame
Rear connection

:43
:21
:21
: 15

100

20
l5
20
l5
30

100

l0
25
l0
25
20
l0

100
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In the helicopter, for example:

The relative weighting fa.ctor of connections to box frame on the

component w.f. -?tld"tor loadPath:

Fraction of loadpath : 30/100
Specific loadpath w.f. : 43
Final w.f. : (30/100) x 43 : 12,9
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The relative weighting factor of connections to box frame on the

Component w.f.
engine mount loadpath:

:20
Fraction of loadpath : 201100
Specific loadpath w.f. : 2l
Final w.f. : (201100) x 2l - 4,2

The final weighting factor of connections to box frame
: 12,9 + 4,2 - 17 ,1.

Figure 1 - The Airlrame of a Typical Helicopter

Figure 2 - Safety Reliability Block Diagram
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To help structural engineers to choose weighting factors the
concept of design confidence, i.e. the reliability of the design
process, is introduced. The weighting factor for a structural
component can be chosen more accurately by determining its
design confidence. Design confidence is however difficult to cal-
culate. It depends on various parameters: the design methods
employed, design inputs, assumptions made in the design pro-
cess and, if tests are performed to verify the design, the type of
test and number of test samples. In order to determine design
confidence for structures, graphs of design confidence as a func-
tion of the mentioned parameters have to be postulated for each
part of the structure.

Design confidence is related to structure safety reliability.
The allocated reliability may either be increased or decreased
as the design confidence increases. For example, if there is

uncertainty about the actual loads on a strut, the design con-
fidence is low and a relatively large weighting factor, imply-
ing low reliability, has to be chosen. If during the design
phase actual tests are performed, the design confidence will
increase. If the tests indicate that the assumed loads were low-
er than the actual loads, a relatively low reliability should be
allocated to the strut. Thus the large weighting factor is justi-
fied, see figure 4.If the tests indicate that the assumed loads
were high, a higher reliability should be allocated to the de-
signed strut. A smaller weighting factor is thus appropriate,
figure 5.

This example only considers design confidence in relation to
testing. Similarly design confidence is also influenced by the
other parameters rnrltioned. These relationships also need to
be postulated.

l3

Reliability with no response
to analysis output

Design confidence

Rel i abi I i ty wi th re-
sponse to analysis output

Increase in sophistication of analysis and testing
techn i gues

Figure 4 - Reliability/Design conlidence relationship: UVall thickness decreased
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Flgure 3 - Block Diagram lor components in the Main Rotor Loadpath
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liability with res

Rel iabil itv without resDonse

sign confidence

Increase in sophistication
Figure 5 - Reliability/Design conlidence relationship: Wall thickness increased

Reliability allocation and prediction

Reliability allocation is a top down procedure where a required
reliability value is allocated or assigned to a complete system
e.g. a structure. The system as a whole is considered as the top
level and is broken down into different subsystems or items
forming the first level. Each item on the first level is broken
down into second level items and so forth. Reliabilities are allo-
cated in consecutive levels until the level is reached where the
blocks in the reliability block diagram are sufficiently detailed.
Reliability values are allocated to items at a lower level in ac-
cordance to the value allocated to the item on the higher level of
which they are sub-items. This top down procedure is followed
through until reliability values have been allocated to the hard-
ware components on the lowest level.

In contrast to allocation, reliability prediction is a bottom up
procedure by which known reliabilities of items making up a
system are used to calculate its reliability. Either known or allo-
cated values for items on the lowest level are used to calculate
the reliability of items on the following higher level. This is con-
tinued until the reliability of the system as a whole is predicted.

Interpretation of allocated and predicted structure safety
reliability

Allocation
The allocated reliability o[ a structure stays constant through-
out the service life, and can be considered as its absolute reliabil-
ity. The probability of failure should never exceed the allocated
probability of failure, figure 6. It also means that the true or
operational reliability should never fall below the allocated reli-
ability, figure 7.

When a very high absolute reliability value is allocated it indi-
cates that the component should be designed for a life in excess
of the design life of the structure. If the allocated reliability value

is so high that it cannot be met, the component reliability should
be increased through redesign. Alternatively the reliability of
the components in a loadpath can be reallocated. The allocated
reliability for the specific component is decreased to an accept-
able value by increasing its weighting factor. To arrive at the
required absolute reliability of the complete system, the allo-
cated reliabilities of all its components should be met.

The purpose of safety reliability allocation is to assign or allo-
cate absolute reliabilities to components for which the re-
liabilities are unknown. The allocated reliability value is then
used as a design goal.

The actual probability of failure of a structure does not stay
constant throughout the service life. It increases with time as

cracks develop. If maintenance and repair is done at timeous
inspection intervals, the probability of failure will never exceed
the allocated value which was used as a design goal, figure 6.

Prediction
Safety reliability is predicted on the basis that it should accu-
rately represent the real world. Predicted values are an indi-
cation of operational safety associated with the set of all critical
failure points.

It is suggested that the safety reliability of structures can be
predicted using the operational or true reliabilities of Structure
Functional Entities (SFE's). An SFE is the smallest sub-struc-
ture required to perform a specific structural function. An SFE
can be tested as an entity in a testing rig with boundary con-
ditions and loads simulating the actual conditions as it would
exist in the complete structure.

Operational safety reliability of an SFE is the true reliability
of the SFE under operational conditions. It is a cumulative,
time-dependent reliability. It should be calculated with an oper-
ational reliability model taking crack growth and crack detec-
tion into account. Operational reliability of a structure is deter-
mined by both the cumulative probllbility of failure and the
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probability of not detectin g a crack during the lifetime of the
structure. A reliability model that can be used as a tool for
scheduling of inspections, evaluat dures
and designing new structures is dis 12,31.
The reliability model includes ution
models for crack initiation, crack growth, fracture and crack
detection. The parameters are determined by fracture mechan-
ics, testing and analytical methods.

One of the purposes of safety reliability prediction is to deter-
mine early in the design phase whether the system will meet
reliability requirements. At this stage operational safety reliabil-
ity has not been determined for all SFE's. Absolute or allocated
reliability is used instead. Designers therefore have to monitor
reliability throughout the design phase of the complete struc-
ture. It is done by verifying predicted structure safety reliability
in the laboratory through reliability development and qualifica-
tion testing programs.

Conclusion

The techniques of reliability allocation and prediction has use-
ful application in the field of structural design. Successful struc-
tural design previously depended on the completeness and accu-
racy of analytical methods. The design procedures were based
on the use of safety factors and given probability of failure. This
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is not necessarily wrong, but is perceived by the reliability com-
munity to be insufficient. The described design philosophy puts
the results of the analysis for all SFE's together to give the safety
reliability of the complete system. It can also provide a tool for
scheduling of inspections and determining the impact of struc-
ture safety reliability on maintenance and cost. Reliability allo-
cation should therefore be part of the design phase of dynamic
structures.
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